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DESCRIPTION
A 4-month-old male infant developed respiratory
distress, respiratory synchitial virus bronchiolitis
with bilateral segmental collapse consolidation of
upper zones requiring intraosseous vascular access
with left tibial fracture, intubation and difficult
mechanical ventilation. He was being treated in
paediatric intensive care unit for the past 10 days
and required antibiotics, dexamethasone, ribavirin,
nitric oxide and high frequency oscillatory ventila-
tion. He then developed abdominal distention, but
was tolerating feeds and passing normal stools. His
abdomen was soft, non-tender, bowel sounds were
normal and all laboratory investigations including
inflammatory markers were within normal limits.
X-ray abdomen demonstrated pneumoperitoneum
(figure 1A). Chest X-ray taken previous day showed
right lower zone pneumothorax with a clear rim of
pneumomediastinum around heart (figure 1B) and
the chest X-ray of the same day revealed flattened

hemidiaphragm, shift of mediastinum to the left
with pneumomediastinum and pneumoperitoneum
(figure 1C). He was treated for the chest infection,
but simply observed for pneumoperitoneum clinic-
ally and finally recovered well (figure 1D). He is
asymptomatic and thriving well at 2-year
follow-up.
Pneumoperitoneum in an infant is almost always

interpreted as an evidence of rupture of a hollow
viscus such as gastrointestinal perforation.1–3

Emergency exploratory laparotomy is generally
required in such cases involving bowel perforation.2

Asymptomatic radiologically recognised pneumo-
peritoneum still remains a diagnostic and thera-
peutic dilemma, because free intraperitoneal air is
not necessarily caused by alimentary tract perfor-
ation. Infants with acute respiratory distress and the
need for mechanical ventilation may develop pneu-
moperitoneum in the case of an air leak syndrome.
One must keep in mind the possibility of this

Figure 1 Abdominal and chest X-ray. (A) Note massive pneumoperitoneum with well-preserved gastrointestinal
bowel gas pattern and gas on both sides of the bowel wall. (B–D) Chest X-ray before, during and after
pneumoperitoneum showing right lower zone segmental pneumothorax and clear rim of pneumomediastinum around
heart (B), pneumoperitoneum (C) and postrecovery (D).
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benign condition and refrain from any interventions including
needle aspiration if the patient is stable.

Learning points

▸ Even if in most cases of massive pneumoperitoneum, the
standard treatment is surgical exploration; keeping in mind
this rare condition could be useful.

▸ Nonetheless, high-frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV) is
thought to reduce air leaks in infants with mechanical
ventilation. Therefore, the case per se is interesting, because
it demonstrates that pneumoperitoneum can also be induced
by HFOV.

▸ Avoid unnecessary operation in the case of ‘benign’
non-surgical pneumoperitoneum.
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